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Where has the year gone? In the FE Department we are very aware that it’s getting close 
to the time when we have to submit our work for accreditation so we are all seriously busy 
and the pupil folders are filling up with some excellent work! This will be internally 
moderated over the next few weeks and then submitted for external making towards the 
end of term. 

This term our pupils who are leaving to go onto local colleges have continued their 
transition - Jimmy is currently spending one day a week at Great Yarmouth College and 
Jessie, Yasmin and Ashley are visiting Norwich City College regularly this term. All of the 
pupils will benefit from this comprehensive preparation and they appear to be enjoying the 
experience of getting to know their new environments, tutors and classmates.

The refurbishment of the Flat is nearly complete with the painting being finished by Debbie 
and the new carpet having been laid over the Easter holiday. It looks fantastic and we can’t 
wait to start using the space. The pupils are now enjoying choosing and ordering the 
finishing touches including a sofa bed, crockery and posh coffee machine!

News from Class AG:

One of our most exciting pieces of news involves Bryony’s work placement at Eaton Park 
Cafe. This has come to fruition after a long period of interaction between school and the 
cafe involving several visits and lots of emails! Bryony finally started her work experience 
last week with a health & safety induction. She has several tasks that she is responsible 
for during her weekly 1 1/2 hour shift, including filling the condiments, restocking the 
shelves and folding the napkins. She came back to school after her first shift beaming and 
the report from the cafe expressed how pleased they were with the start she had made - 
so well done Bryony! 

We also need to have a special mention for Paul. You may have already seen his news on 
our school Facebook page. Our FE education is very much about preparing the pupils to 
be active citizens when they leave school and Paul demonstrated this brilliantly after 
experiencing a problem during his TITAN training. He relies on the rotating cone to aid his 
use of the pelican crossing during his walks to the shops and when he realised it was 
broken he took the initiative to report it to the local council, researching their contact details 
and then ringing to speak to them. 

News from Class KH:

In Class KH the pupils and staff have been working hard to tidy and maintain the garden 
area. A kind donation of paint from B&Q Great Yarmouth has allowed them to brighten up 
the flower beds and our new gardening tables (made by Sally and her Dad).
They hope to start growing flowers/plants and vegetables soon, as well as cleaning the 
greenhouse!
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Jessie visited the Millennium Library on May 4th for a special "behind the scenes" tour. 
Jessie loves the library and had a great time. We are hoping that they may be able to offer 
her some work awareness in the future.

News from Class RH:

In the spring term Form RH were exploring the world under the sea and to help the pupils better 
experience this environment they visited The Sea Life centre in Great Yarmouth. On arrival, the 
first place they visited was the rock pool. Here they were able to get up close with some of the sea 
creatures and they each got to hold a Mermaids Purse. The texture was smooth and soft, with lots 
of fine hairs running along the surface of the skin. They were also able to examine a star fish up 
close and hold seaweed. The atmosphere and lighting throughout the centre was enjoyed by the 
whole class and added to our experience. Before returning to school, they enjoyed a walk along 
the beach front, smelling the sea air and enjoying the breeze. A wonderful day out for everyone!
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